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Abstract
ThedependenceoftheperformanceoftheFrontEndofa
MuonCollider/NeutrinoFactoryontheproton-beambunch
lengths of 0-20 ns is explored for beam kinetic energies of
3 and 8 GeV.
INTRODUCTION
Some of the requirements on the proton driver for a
staged Neutrino Factory based on muons beams [1] are
listed in Table 1. Efﬁcient capture of muons in the Buncher
of the Front End [2] of the Neutrino Factory favors very
short proton bunch lengths. However, meeting the require-
ment of an intense proton bunch of length only 2 ns is chal-
lenging at 3-GeV beam energy because of space-charge ef-
fects [3]. We present here a study of the impact of a longer
proton bunch on the performance of the Front End.
In the course of related studies [4], an advantage in cap-
ture efﬁciency was found in using a short “taper” to the
proﬁle of the capture-solenoid magnetic ﬁeld, down from
the 20 T peak at the target to 1.5-3.0 T at the beginning of
the Decay Channel some 4-6 m downstream. Shorter ta-
pers were found to deliver muon beams with smaller time
spread at the Buncher for a given proton bunch length at the
pion-production target, corresponding to increased capture
efﬁciency of the Buncher. In this study we examined the
performance of such short tapers, as well as long adiabatic
ones, for proton bunches of 2-20 ns length.
The beam-dynamics simulations were performed using
the ICOOL code [5], with input spectra of secondary par-
ticles produced at the proton-beam target as modeled by
MARS15(2012) [6]. Figure 1 shows examples of pion
beams at the end of the target, of length from 2-10 ns, be-
fore being tracked through the tapered capture-solenoid,
Decay Channel, Buncher, Phase Rotator and Ionization
Cooling sections.
CAPTURE EFFICIENCY VERSUS
TARGET SOLENOID TAPER LENGTH
Pions (which later decay to muons) are generated at the
target with a wide spread in transverse momentum, largely
uncorrelated with their longitudinal momentum As they
move through the high target solenoid ﬁeld they develop a
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Table 1: Proton-driver requirements for the ﬁnal and initial
stages of a Neutrino Factory.
Parameter Final Stage Initial Stage
Proton energy [GeV] 8 3
Beam power [MW] 4 1
Rep. frequency [Hz] 50 70
Bunch length [ns] 2 ±1 2 ±1
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Figure 1: Pion beams with bunch lengths of 2-10 ns off the
pion production target.
correlation between the longitudinal velocity and the ini-
tial transverse momentum. The higher the ﬁeld integral R
Bdl of the target solenoid leads to a larger time spread
(i.e., more muons sent out of the longitudinal acceptance of
the buncher and rotator). Figure 2 shows the longitudinal
phase space of muon beam at the end of the Decay Channel
for a short taper of 4‘m and a much longer adiabatic one of
40 m. The shorter solenoid taper delivers muon beam with
smaller time spread at a ﬁxed longitudinal momentum pz
to the Buncher. Consequently the short taper has an ad-
vantage over the more adiabatic long taper as it manages to
pack more muons within the longitudinal acceptance of the
buncher and phase rotation channels. Figure 3 shows the
muon beam time spread at the end of decay channel (50 m
from target) for various taper solenoid proﬁles.
Pions (later muons) produced off the target were tracked
through the Front End starting from the end of the target,
through the tapered solenoid, Decay Channel, Buncher,Phase Rotator and Ionization Cooling channels. Fig.
shows the number of captured muons versus the solenoid
taper length for various target solenoid conﬁgurations. The
peak ﬁeld of the target solenoid increases the transverse
capture of the pions, as shown in Fig. 4. As the ﬁeld tapers
down to the constant ﬁeld within the Buncher and Phase
Rotator, the faster the taper the smaller the time spread and
the better the performance. Increasing the taper-end ﬁeld
strength increases the acceptance of the Front End, as can
be seen in Fig. 4).
(a) Short solenoid taper of 4 m.
(b) Long solenoid taper of 40 m.
Figure 2: Longitudinal phase space of pions and muons at
the end of the Decay Channel, 50 m from the target.
As the initial pion bunch length gets longer the advan-
tage of the short taper in preserving the time spread will not
be the dominant effect on the performance of the Buncher
and Rotator. To ﬁnd the bunch-length limit over which
the short solenoid taper holds its advantage, we tracked pi-
ons (muons) with bunch lengths varying from 1 to 30 ns
through the Front End, Figure 5 shows the number of pos-
itive muons at the end of the Front End tracked through
solenoid tapers of lengths 6, 20 and 40 m in case of
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Figure 3: Relative increase in the time spread of the muon
beam at the end of the Decay Channel as a function of the
taper length. The distance from target to end of Decay
Channel is constant.
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Figure 4: Muon yield after the transverse Ionization Cool-
ing Channel, within the acceptance of the following accel-
erator chain, vs. the target solenoid taper length. Optimum
yield is at taper length of 4-6 m.
an 8-GeV proton beam incident on a Hg-jet target, with
solenoid-ﬁeld proﬁle tapering from 20 down to 2.5 T. The
short taper looses its advantage gradually as bunch lengths
increase from 1 to 20 ns. Bunches with length of 20 ns and
longer will not beneﬁt from the short-taper effect.
A similar study was carried for an initial Neutrino Fac-
tory with a 3-GeV proton beam on a graphite target and
peak solenoid ﬁeld of 15 T, with results shown in Fig. 6.
The tracking study was done for a target solenoid taper
length of 4 m and end ﬁeld of 2.5 T. For this case the loss
is ≈ 5% per 1 ns increase in bunch length.
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Figure 5: Number of positive muons within the accelerator
chain acceptance vs. the initial proton bunch length for 8
GeV proton beam on a Hg-jet target. The tracking study
was done for different target solenoid taper length of 6, 20,
40 m (red, green, blue). The short taper loses its advantage
gradually as the bunches get longer.
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Figure6: Numberofpositivemuonswithintheaccelerator-
chain acceptance vs. the initial proton bunch length for 3-
GeV proton beam on a graphite target. The tracking study
was done for a target solenoid peak ﬁeld of 15 T, taper
length of 4 m, and end ﬁeld of 2.5 T. For this case the loss
is ≈ 5% per 1 ns increase in bunch length.
PERFORMANCE OF THE DESIGN
BUNCH LENGTH 2-8 NS
The performance of the Front End at various design
bunch lengths of 2, 5, 8 ns vs. the target-solenoid taper
length is shown in Fig. 7. For bunch lengths of interest for
a Muon Collider and Neutrino Factory (2-8 ns), the short
taper holds its advantage. The difference in performance
of the front end between a 2 and 8 ns decreases gradually
with the taper length.
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Figure7:Numberofpositivemuonswithintheaccelerator-
chainacceptance vs.thetargetsolenoidtaperlengthatthree
different bunch lengths of 2, 5, 8 ns.
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